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A combined theoretical and experimental approach is reported using spectrally windowed lock-in

carrierography imaging (lock-in photoluminescence) under variable illumination intensity to provide

quantitative contactless measurements of key electrical parameters (photogenerated current density,

Jg, open circuit voltage, VOC, and maximum power voltage, Vm) of multicrystalline silicon (m-Si)

solar cells in very good agreement with standard electrical measurements. The method is based on a

recently developed photocarrier radiative recombination current flux relation which links the optical

and electrical characteristics of solar cells. In addition, this approach is shown to yield non-contact

all-optical estimates of the solar-cell current-voltage characteristics with the conventional variable

load resistance replaced by variable laser intensity. VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4821120]

I. INTRODUCTION

Photoluminescence (PL) emission of solar cells or gen-

eral semiconductor materials under illumination has become

a useful characterization tool of photovoltaic devices as it

does not require contact and can be used at various stages of

fabrication in the solar cell industry.1–6 Simultaneous mea-

surement of the open-circuit voltage (VOC) and of the inci-

dent light intensity, commonly called Suns-VOC, is a direct

electrical measurement for a finished solar cell structure with

an electrical contact. Quasi-steady-state-photoconductance

(QSS-PC) can be used to measure the average excess carrier

concentration. Implied-VOC is a parameter determined from

the carrier concentration at the edge of the depletion region.

Therefore, a combination of Implied-VOC with Suns-VOC can

be used for monitoring solar cell fabrication processes and

evaluating their photovoltaic performance.7,8

PL imaging is a fast non-destructive and non-contact

near-infrared (NIR) camera-based diagnostic method for

detecting electronic defects associated with crystal imperfec-

tions in connection with the processing of solar cells.3,4,6,9–12

Long-pass-filtered dynamic lock-in photoluminescence

imaging (LIPI), also known as lock-in carrierography (LIC)

imaging, was recently developed13 as the dynamic imaging

extension of photo-carrier radiometry (PCR).14 It has the

advantage of filtering out the thermal infrared (non-radiative)

component of the emission spectrum of de-exciting free pho-

tocarriers, and/or resolving the radiative vs. the non-radiative

components through spectrally windowed modulation fre-

quency scans, thereby being sensitive only to radiative

recombination events when performing dynamic

measurements of transport properties in semiconductors.14

LIPI has been used15,16 to determine solar cell efficiency and

several electrical parameters (photogenerated current den-

sity, Jg, saturation diode current density, J0, ideality factor,

n, fill factor FF, and open-circuit voltage VOC) under vari-

able external load resistance at constant illumination

intensity.

In this paper, we present a combined theoretical and ex-

perimental approach for measuring the photogenerated cur-

rent density, Jg, open-circuit voltage, VOC, and maximum

power voltage Vm, of a solar cell structure by means of

purely contactless, all-optical quantitative LIP image pixel

brightness statistics15 as a function of illumination intensity.

Furthermore, the current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of the

solar cell are estimated. The validity of this method is dem-

onstrated by a comparison between direct-contact electrical

and contactless LIPI measurements on a finished mc-Si solar

cell as functions of illumination intensity.

II. THEORY OF SOLAR CELL PARAMETER
DEPENDENCE ON ILLUMINATION INTENSITY

The radiative recombination current flux JRð�hx;V; TÞ at

constant illumination intensity can be obtained from16

JRð�hx;V; TÞ ¼ JR � JR0 exp
qV

njkBT

� �
� 1

� �
: (1)

Here, �hx is the incident photon energy, JR is the photogener-

ated carrier radiative recombination flux, JR0 is the back-

ground radiative emission flux and nj is introduced as an

optoelectronic ideality factor. The LIP image surface-

averaged amplitude15 is generally proportional to the depth

integral of the excess photogenerated carrier density over the

thickness at constant illumination intensity,
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hjLIP½VðxMÞ; Ii�ji ¼
1

S

XM

x¼1

XN

y¼1

jLIP½VðxMÞ; Ii�jx;y

/
ðL

0

NðxM; Ii; zÞdz; (2a)

CLIPðIiÞhjLIP½VðxMÞ; Ii�ji ¼ FR½VðxMÞ; Ii�: (2b)

Ii is the intensity amplitude of modulated laser excitation,

FR[V(xM),Ii] is the photogenerated carrier flux at Ii, CLIP(Ii)

is the calibration factor between photocarrier flux and

surface-averaged LIPI amplitude. M and N are 320 and 256,

respectively, corresponding to pixel numbers of our NIR

camera. It should be noted that the alternative term “LIC”

stems from the source of the image signal from a slice of the

depth-integrated photoexcited free-carrier-density-wave dis-

tribution, the thickness of which is defined by the modula-

tion-frequency-controlled fM (¼xM/2p) carrier diffusion

length17 as indicated on the right-hand-side of Eq. (2a).

The solar cell collection efficiency, gce(�hx, V¼ 0, Ii), is

defined as the ratio of the photocarriers collected as short-

circuit current to all photocarriers due to absorption of pho-

tons, and can be written as16

gceð�hx;V ¼ 0; IiÞ ¼
Fceð�hx;V ¼ 0; IiÞ

gFið�hx; IiÞ
: (3)

Here, Fi(�hx, Ii) and Fce(�hx,V¼ 0,Ii) are, respectively, the

incident photon flux and the photocarrier flux collected at the

p-n junction that gives rise to the photogenerated current. g
is the quantum efficiency for photogeneration of carriers by

the absorbed photons. The photon-to-photocarrier flux con-

version under short-circuit and open-circuit conditions at a

given illumination intensity can be described by

gFið�hx; IiÞ¼ Frecð�hx;Vj; IiÞ þ Fceð�hx;Vj; IiÞ; Vj¼ 0; VOC;

(4)

where15

Frecð�hx;Vj; IiÞ ¼ FRðVj; IiÞ þ FNRðVj; IiÞ � FR0: (5)

Here, Frec(�hx,V¼ 0,Ii) and Frec(�hx,VOC,Ii) are fluxes corre-

sponding to photocarrier recombination at short circuit and

open circuit, respectively. FR(V¼ 0, Ii), FR(VOC, Ii) are the

radiative recombination photocarrier fluxes at short circuit

and open circuit, respectively; FNR (V¼ 0, Ii) and FNR (VOC,

Ii) are the corresponding heat fluxes resulting from the non-

radiative conversion of optoelectronic energy. FR0 is the

background radiative recombination carrier flux in the dark

and at thermal equilibrium.

The quantum efficiency, gR(Ii), for radiative recombina-

tion of photocarriers under short-circuit and open-circuit

conditions at a given illumination intensity is given by15

gRðIiÞ ¼
FRðV ¼ 0; IiÞ � FR0

Frecð�hx;V ¼ 0; IiÞ
¼ FRðVOC; IiÞ � FR0

Frecð�hx;VOC; IiÞ
: (6)

At open circuit, the photocarrier flux collected at the p-n
junction is zero, Fce(�hx, VOC, Ii)¼ 0. From Eqs. (3) and (6),

the photocarrier collection efficiency at short circuit is

gceð�hx;V ¼ 0; IiÞ ¼ 1� FRðV ¼ 0; IiÞ � FR0

FRðVOC; IiÞ � FR0

: (7)

The photocarrier radiative recombination flux and the back-

ground radiative emission flux are given by16

JRðIiÞ ¼ hjLIPðVOC; IiÞji � hjLIPðV ¼ 0; IiÞji (8a)

and

JR0ðIiÞ ¼
qFR0

qCLIPðIiÞ
: (8b)

The photogenerated current density Jg and saturation diode

current J0 are also given by16

JgðIiÞ ¼ qCLIPðIiÞ
gceð�hx; 0; IiÞ

gRðIiÞ

� �
JRðIiÞ (9a)

and

J0ðIiÞ ¼ qCLIPðIiÞJR0ðIiÞ: (9b)

From Eqs. (2) and (7), the following relation is obtained:

gceð�hx;V ¼ 0; IiÞ ¼ 1� hjLIPðV ¼ 0; IiÞji � hjLIP0ji
hjLIPðVOC; IiÞji � hjLIP0ji

;

(10)

where hjLIP0ji is the surface-averaged amplitude in the dark

and at thermal equilibrium. In the dark, the incident illumi-

nation intensity is zero and photocarriers are not generated in

the solar cell. Therefore, the following relations hold:

lim
I0!0

gceð�hx; 0; I0Þ ¼ 0 (11a)

lim
I0!0

hjLIPðV ¼ 0; I0Þji � hjLIP0ji
hjLIPðVOC; I0Þji � hjLIP0ji

� �
¼ 1; (11b)

which leads to

lim
I0!0

�
hjLIPðV ¼ 0; I0Þji � hjLIP0ji

�

¼ lim
I0!0

�
hjLIPðVOC; I0Þji � hjLIP0ji

�
: (11c)

The photocarrier collection efficiency gce(�hx,V¼ 0, Ii)

normally does not change with varying illumination inten-

sity. From Eqs. (2b) and (10), the radiative recombination

carrier flux at short-circuit can be approximated as

FRðV ¼ 0; IiÞ ¼ CLIPðIiÞhjLIPðV ¼ 0; IiÞji; (12a)

hjLIPðV ¼ 0; IiÞji � hjLIP0ji � Biþ1DL (12b)

with the following definitions:
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Bi ¼
Yi

j¼1

hjLIPðVOC; IjÞji � hjLIP0ji
hjLIPðVOC; Ij�1Þji � hjLIP0ji

(13a)

and

DL � lim
I0!0

�
hjLIPðVOC; I0Þji � hjLIP0ji

�

� BN � BN�1

hjLIPðVOC; INÞji � hjLIPðVOC; IN�1Þji
: (13b)

Here, DL is considered to be constant under low illumination

conditions, which implies that the photogenerated carrier

density increment remains essentially unchanged with incre-

mental intensity change. IN denotes the maximum illumina-

tion intensity. From Eqs. (10) and (12b), the collection

efficiency as a function of illumination intensity is given by

gceð�hx;V ¼ 0; IiÞ � 1� Biþ1DL

hjLIPðVOC; IiÞji � hjLIP0ji
: (14)

The quantum efficiency for radiative recombination of pho-

tocarriers can also be written as a function of illumination in-

tensity from its dependence on gce,
16

gRðIiÞ ¼
1� gceð�hx;V ¼ 0; IiÞ

1� kink
�1
em

; (15)

where kin, kem are photon wavelengths corresponding to inci-

dent photon energy and radiative recombination emission

spectrally averaged photon energy.

The calibration factor contains both direct and indirect

dependencies on Ii (Ref. 16),

CLIPðIiÞ ¼
IigRðIiÞgð1� RÞ � kin

�hx
�
hjLIPðVOC; IiÞji � hjLIP0ji

� : (16)

Here, R is the surface reflectance of the solar cell. From Eqs.

(9a) and (9b), the open-circuit voltage can be derived as a

function of illumination intensity,

VOCðIiÞ ¼
kBT

q
ln

gceð�hx; 0; IiÞJRðIiÞ
gRðIiÞJR0

þ 1

� �
: (17)

A relation between the dc photovoltage Vdc or the separa-

tion, Dg, of the quasi Fermi energy levels, and the relative dc

photoluminescence signal (IPL,rel) has been derived by

Trupke et al.6 Through that relation, the PL signal can be

converted into a voltage using Dg ¼ qV ¼ kBT lnðIPL;relÞ þ C
for a finished solar cell structure, with C being a calibration

factor that needs to be determined separately. The empirical

calibration factor C can be varied to achieve the best fit

between Suns-VOC and Suns-PL measurements, however, this

can only be done by contacting the terminals of finished solar

cells. Equation (17) bears some similarity to the foregoing Dg
expression in terms of the functional dependence between

relative PL signal and open circuit voltage VOC for a finished

solar cell structure, but it contains no empirical calibration

factor, thus being valid for absolute, not relative, solar cell

PL measurements.

The optoelectronic ideality factor nj has been introduced

in the photocarrier radiative recombination current flux

Eq. (1),

nj ¼
qVOCðIiÞ

kBT ln½JRðIiÞ=JR0 þ 1� ; (18a)

and it has been connected to the ideality factor n of the con-

ventional electrical diode equation,16

n � nj
ln½JRðIiÞ=JR0�

ln½JRðIiÞ=JR0� þ ln½gceð�hx; 0; IiÞ=gRðIiÞ�

� �
: (18b)

For indirect-gap semiconductors such as Si, where gce> gR,

Eq. (18b) shows that n> nj. If gceð�hx; 0; TÞ ’ gR ’ 1, as the

case might be for direct-gap semiconductors, then Eq. (18b)

yields nj� n, as expected from the conservation relationship

gRþ gNR¼ 1, since the non-radiative channel does not

extract carriers (gNR� 0) and the diode behaves as more

“ideal.”

Now, a dimensionless quantity G can be introduced as

the ratio of the photogenerated current to the saturation diode

current. Pfann and Van Roosbroeck have shown the follow-

ing condition for maximum power delivered to the load:18

GðIiÞ ¼
JgðIiÞ
J0ðIiÞ

¼ gceð�hx; 0; IiÞJRðIiÞ
gRðIiÞJR0

; (19a)

which can be written as

GðIiÞ ¼
q

kBT
VmðIiÞexp

qVmðIiÞ
kBT

� �
þ exp

qVmðIiÞ
kBT

� �
� 1:

(19b)

Here, Vm(Ii) is the maximum power voltage at a given illumi-

nation intensity.

If the base of natural logarithms e multiplies both side

of Eq. (19b), and if G� 1, the following relation can be

obtained:

eGðIiÞ �
qVmðIiÞ

kBT
þ 1

� �
exp

qVmðIiÞ
kBT

þ 1

� �
: (20)

The Lambert W function, also called the omega function

or product logarithm and symbolized as Lambert W(x),19 is a

non-linear function representing the inverse of f ðxÞ ¼ xex.

This function has been used frequently in physics and mathe-

matics. The calculation of the Lambert W function for a

given value of the independent variable x can be obtained

computationally using, e.g., Matlab routines. From Eqs.

(19a) and (20), the solar cell maximum power voltage can be

calculated as a function of incident illumination intensity,

VmðIiÞ �
kBT

q
LambertW e

gceð�hx; 0; IiÞJRðIiÞ
gRðIiÞJR0

� �� �
� 1

� 	
:

(21)
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III. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The first experimental applications of the foregoing

theory are aimed at demonstrating that LIP imaging is a con-

tactless quantitative method for measuring the open-circuit

voltage VOC, photogenerated current density Jg, and maxi-

mum power voltage, Vm, of solar cells with data obtained by

only changing illumination intensity. A near-infrared camera

(SU320KTSW-1, 7RT/RS170 from Goodrich Sensors

Unlimited) with a long pass filter (�1000 nm) was used for

LIPI measurements. This camera has a 320	 256 pixel

active element, spectral bandwidth 0.9–1.7 lm, frame rate

119.6 Hz for full window size, and full-frame exposure times

ranging from 0.13 ms to 16.6 ms. An industrial

multicrystalline-Si solar cell (156	 156 mm2, 0.2 mm thick-

ness) from Enfoton Solar Ltd., Cyprus, was used as a sample.

It was illuminated from the front side using a superband-

gap-fiber-coupled 16-W/808-nm diode laser. The laser beam

was spread and homogenized by engineered microlens arrays

forming a square illumination area with uniform intensity.

For LIPI measurements, the illumination intensity was varied

from 0.0002 to 0.043 W/cm2 (0.002–0.43 Suns). A data ac-

quisition module from National Instruments was used to gen-

erate the modulation waveform for the laser current. The

modulation frequency was set at 10 Hz, and LIP amplitude

and phase images were produced using in-house developed

software. In order to compare the I-V characteristics using

contactless LIPI measurements to contacting electrical meas-

urements, a series of load resistances were used with the fin-

ished silicon solar cell to measure the I-V characteristics

with DC illumination provided by the same 808 nm diode

laser under identical conditions. The experimental setup is

shown in Fig. 1.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Given that the saturation current density depends on the

semiconductor substrate material and thus exhibits a variety

of temperature dependencies, the saturation current density

at room temperature can be estimated for all substrates using

the J0 model by Grey et al.,20 the Shockley-Queisser

model,21 other models, or measured data. In the framework

of the Gray et al. model, J0 at 300 K can be approximated

by22

J0ð300KÞ ¼ expð�40:5Egþ20:8358Þ ½A=cm2�: (22)

Here, Eg is the band-gap energy in eV at 300 K. The relative

contactless surface-averaged LIPI amplitude at short-circuit,

h|LIP(V¼ 0, Ii)|i- h|LIP0|i, was calculated using Eq. (12b).

The constant DL was estimated from Eq. (13b) for our sili-

con solar cell for which the coefficient Bi was calculated

from Eq. (13a) for a given illumination intensity. The rela-

tive surface-averaged LIPI amplitude at short-circuit from

Eq. (12b) is shown in Fig. 2 as a function of illumination in-

tensity. The figure shows very good agreement with the elec-

trical results. They both exhibit approximate linearity

between log (h|LIP(V¼ 0, Ii)|i � h|LIP0|i) and log(Ii).

With known relative surface-averaged LIPI amplitude at

short-circuit, the photocarrier collection efficiency, gce(�hx,

V¼ 0, Ii), at a given illumination intensity can be approxi-

mated from Eq. (14). Assuming g¼ 1 and reflectance

R¼ 0.05,23 the value kem¼ 1107 was selected for the mean

photon emission wavelength. Therefore, the quantum effi-

ciency for radiative recombination of photogenerated car-

riers, gR(Ii), and the calibration factor for variable

illumination intensity, CLIP(Ii), were estimated using Eqs.

(15) and (16), respectively. The photocarrier radiative

recombination flux JR(Ii), a function of illumination inten-

sity, was calculated from Eq. (8a). Assuming the Si bandgap

energy Eg to be 1.124 eV at room temperature, the saturation

FIG. 1. The LIPI experimental set-up

components.

FIG. 2. Comparisons of LIPI surface-averaged amplitude at short circuit

between contactless and direct measurements.
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current density was approximated from Eq. (22) as

J0¼ 0.02	 10�9 A/cm2. The background radiative emission

flux JR0(Ii) was calculated using Eq. (8b). The open circuit

voltage VOC was calculated from Eq. (17) using contactless

LIPI measurements (LIPI-VOC) at various illumination inten-

sities and is compared to the electrically measured open cir-

cuit voltage in Fig. 3(a). The maximum power voltage Vm

was calculated from Eq. (21) using contactless LIPI meas-

urements (LIPI-Vm) at various illumination intensities and is

compared to the electrically measured maximum power volt-

age in Fig. 3(b). From those figures, LIPI-VOC and LIPI-Vm

show very good agreement with the electrically measured

VOC and Vm throughout the entire illumination intensity

range from 0.002 suns to 0.4 suns.6

Electrical I-V characteristics are frequently used to eval-

uate the performance of photovoltaic devices. Contactless I-
V characteristics using LIPI measurements are based on the

calculation of the photogenerated current density, Jg, and

ideality factor, n, from Eqs. (9a) and (18b) respectively. The

two types of I-V characteristics are shown in Fig. 4(a) where

they are seen to be similar, but not identical. Therefore, it is

concluded that contactless LIPI measurements under variable

illumination intensity can only provide an estimate and not a

quantitative measurement of the electrical I-V characteris-

tics. The electrical log(Jg) vs. VOC plot can also be used to

evaluate solar cell performance. The optical log(LIPI-Jg)

versus LIPI-VOC plot and the log(Jg) vs. VOC plot using elec-

trical measurements as a function of illumination intensity

are shown in Fig. 4(b). It is seen that the log(LIPI-Jg) vs.

LIPI-VOC plot is a straight line, whereas the log(Jg) vs. VOC

plot is not (it can be fitted with two straight lines). This dis-

crepancy is consistent with the differences of the I-V charac-

teristics, Fig. 4(a), between contactless LIPI and electrical

measurements using a load resistor, and is due to the depend-

ence of saturation current density J0 and/or ideality factor n
on illumination intensity as predicted by Eqs. (9b) and (18b),

respectively. However, the LIPI measurements as a function

of illumination intensity used to estimate the I-V characteris-

tics in Fig. 4 are based on the saturation current density J0

obtained using Eq. (22), which is independent of illumina-

tion intensity. Series resistance directly affects solar cell per-

formance: solar efficiency will be reduced at high

illumination intensities due to high values of the series resist-

ance, and the current-voltage characteristic can be affected

by series resistance effects.24,25 In the present case the series

resistance is negligible, however, at high illumination inten-

sities it may be the source of differences between the

log(LIPI-Jg) vs. LIPI-VOC plot (LIPI measurement) and

log(Jg) vs. VOC plot (EM measurement). In addition, it is

known that some heterojunctions (i.e., MIS or CuxS/CdS so-

lar cells) exhibit J0 and n variations with illumination level

or wavelength.26 This is particularly true when trapping

FIG. 3. Contactless (a) open-circuit voltage VOC, and (b) maximum power

voltage Vm as function of illumination intensity, and comparison with the re-

spective electrical measurements.

FIG. 4. (a) Comparison of current-voltage characteristics between LIP

image estimates and direct electrical measurement with illumination inten-

sity as a parameter; (b) the logarithm of the photogenerated current density

Jg vs. open-circuit voltage VOC, and its electrical counterpart.
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centers at, or near, the junction are not in good thermal com-

munication with the conduction or valence bands, and can

have their occupancy, hence charge, changed by illumina-

tion. This effect has also been observed in Si solar cells, to a

more limited extent.27 The change in J0 and/or n can be due

to optical absorption by states at the interface, in the bulk

material near the junction, or in the insulating layer of MIS

cells, any of which can produce changes in the junction pro-

file. In some cases, the effect is caused by a change in ion-

ized donor or acceptor density upon illumination, which in

turn modifies the depletion layer width, the shape of the

junction barrier, and finally the junction transport mecha-

nism.25 As a result, deviations of more than 10% of the solar

cell I-V characteristics between contactless LIPI and direct

electrical measurements at photovoltage V> 0.45(V) are

observed at high illumination intensities (
27 mW/cm2).

Nevertheless, the optical I-V estimates can be very useful as

photovoltaic quality indicators at any and all solar-cell fabri-

cation and processing stages before final metallization.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The photogenerated current density Jg, open-circuit volt-

age VOC, and maximum power voltage Vm of a m-Si solar

cell were calculated using a theoretical model of their de-

pendence on illumination intensity, and were also measured

using contactless LIP (or LIC) imaging. They were found to

be in very good agreement with electrical measurements.

Furthermore, the theoretical model was used to estimate the

current-voltage characteristics of the solar cell. The contact-

less and the electrical I-V curves were found to converge at

low illumination intensities (<10 mW/cm2). However, at

higher intensities deviations on the order of 10% were

observed which are likely due to the series resistance effects

and the presence of trapping states at, or near, the junction in

incomplete thermo-optical communication with the respec-

tive band-edges. The present contactless LIPI method can be

available for estimating the PV parameters at low illumina-

tion intensity levels in a self-calibrated mode and the key

PV parameters are readily obtained from Eqs. (17), (18),

and (21) through LIPI measurements with variable illumina-

tion intensity. In addition, in this case, the saturation current

density J0 is obtained using Eq. (22), which is only related to

the semiconductor (Si) material and temperature. If the satu-

ration current density J0 is accurately obtained by consider-

ing parasitic resistance effects, trapping states and

incompletely ionized dopants, then, the LIPI method can

also be accurately used to estimate the current-voltage char-

acteristic of Si solar cell.
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